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5.1 Basic parts

5.1.1 Bed: It is made of grey cast iron with rigidity. The structure has been improved for higher precision. There are two 

level and two prismatic guide ways to assure the accuracy of saddle and tailstock. Protective plates are fixed on each 

side of the saddle and chip guide is on the rear of bed.  

5.1.2 Headstock: with good design, headstock stands in the left of bed. The rigidity, stability and rotating accuracy of 

spindle is guaranteed by front bearing, which is pitch-adjusted double centripetal roller bearing, and rear bearing that 

is single row conic roller bearing. Operation and maintenance of spindle are convenient, thanks to the bi-directive 

fiction clutch and the linkage between spindle operation device and spindle braking device.  

5.1.3 Tailstock: it could be installed at any position on the bed. Tailstock body is also able to adjust the cross position to 

ensure smooth running while turning to satisfy the demand of left and right thread turning. 

5.1.4 Saddle and tool post: saddle is situated on both sides of guide way of bed. High stability is reached due to the 

adjustment of pitch between guide ways and bed. It takes turns on the saddle lower tool post, post rotatable cover, 

which rotates in +- 45degree, upper tool post and limber square post. 

5.1.5 Feed box: three axel sliding gear device helps to gain four kinds of threads and various pitches and feeds. While 

turning precise threads, connection of lead screw and change gear will decrease transmission route. 

5.1.6 Apron: general turning is done with rod feed transmission, it makes tool post travels horizontally and 

longitudinally which power drives passes to transmitting gear via safety clutch and worm rod. Hand wheel on apron 

leave off automatically as the tool post makes longitudinal rapid travel or auto feed. 

5.1.7 Follow rest and steady rest (optional) 

Follow rest is set on the saddle if process long and thin work pieces and moves along work pieces route. Steady rest 

is installed at any required position of bed guide ways. Optional accessories: there are small axis diameter 

and large axis diameter.

5.2 Coolant System 

5.2.1 Brief instruction 

The turning oil is stored in the oil tank in the stand (specification 2300: in the middle stand). After the cutters are cooled, 

the oil flows in to the oil pan with iron chips. There is a filer plate with some small holes to make a rough filtering in 

case the chip flows into the oil tank. The oil tank is divided into 2 parts and the turning oil goes to the front one first and 

then to back one after precipitation. Coolant pump: fig.5-1 
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Fig. 5-1.Coolant system  

5.2.2 Note for cutting fluid  

● Before choosing cutting fluid, it is necessary to get clear of the fluid’s technical data, chemical constituents and 

notes. Strictly operate its instructions.  

！Worn: No Flammable and Poisonous Cutting Fluid 

● Fill oil form oil pan to water tank and make sure the fluid is enough. 

！Worn: Never Fill Oil from Coolant Pump, Otherwise, It May Cause Damages to Coolant Pump Motor 

● If to process iron work pieces, ream, or turn scare thread, cutting oil is absolutely necessary. 

● Generally, clean up the coolant pump every half year. Open the back cover 8 (fig 5-1)——clean fluid bath and 

change cutting fluid.  

！Note: no mixture of cutting fluid. 

5.3 Lubricating system  

5.3.1 Lubirication for main parts of the machine   

a. This machine will function best when it is clean and well lubricated. Take time to wipe down and oil the machine 

before each use. We recommend using 30# machine oil, viscosity 2.81-4.59E50, adjusted in specific work conditions. Oil 

tank, feed box and apron are to be lubricated every 50-60days. However, in the first 2 times, they should be lubricated 

10days and 20days to discharge dust completely. Clean up the oil tank and mark and then fill oil via filter.  

b. Lubrication for headstock is accomplished as following: 

Oil pump—v belt—>fill oil to headstock—check oil tank as soon as start machine —> oil mist appear within one min as 

start main motor——>every point lubricated——>spindle rotates.  

Clean up filter every week.  

c. Lubricating oil of tool box is filled from the upper part of tank until the oil level reach to the middle line of oil 

window.  

d. Lubrication for apron 

Lubrication oil flows to lower worm rod inside of the apron via flange disk hole at the side of apron body. Fill oil until 

the surface reaches to middle line of oil window. Dirty oil is discharged from oil-discharged hole. Other parts are 

lubricated with the oil in oil tank in the top of apron. Cover-rotating oil cup at the side of apron body have to be rotated 

to lubricate the gear hole and shaft with 2# lubricating grease.  
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e. Oil holes in the saddle and tool post are used to lubricated guide ways surfaces. However, the one’s compound 

slide is to fill oil directly. Clean the felts in both sides of saddles and change news if needed.   

f. Change gear: rotate the plug in the head of change gear shaft, and 2# lubricating grease will lubricates shafts and 

sleeves.    

g. Oil gun is employed to lubricate tailstock sleeve and lead screw.  

h. The journals of the lead screw, feed rod, and the rotation reversal shaft are oiled by wicks from the oil trough on 

top of the rear bracket once every shift.  

i. The vertical shaft of the rotation reversal mechanism and its bracked are filled with oil through the hole(in electric 

control box) weekly.  

5.3.2 Note of lubrication  

● Lubricating oil must be up of the middle position of oil mark. Or it may cause damages to lathe. 

● Lubricating oil must be and keep clean.

● Pay attention to oil pump and make sure lubricating oil is always enough.  

● Do not start spindle immediately every time the machine is turned on, until lubricating pump works normally and oil reaches to oil 

window.  

● Fill oil every shift to guide oil box(fixed on the saddle). See fig 11. 

5.3.3 Lubricating point distribution  

Lubricate all sliding surfaces in time. See fig 5-2.  
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Fig. 5-2.Lubricating points distribution  

 Oil the lathe before run if no working for long time 

      
30# machine oil  

20# grease oil  

Oil type/lubricating intervals days (2 shifts) 
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